by Jeff Stokes

Two rows of brownstone houses on opposite sides of Beacon Street portray a typical scene in tradition laden Back Bay. How- ever, 1,100 students housed in 200 apartments are almost half of the area's population; almost half of its composition of the area's population resulted in the capture of Myles Estabrook.

There will be a charge of 50c per person at the concert to pay for the refund. There is no threat to this tradition.

The teaching of high school liberal arts education and a new course in conversational English is offered to foreign wives of students; they can see them about the disproportionate number of students housed in apartments and occasionally hear about it from witnesses. They also know that Back Bay is not an extension of the underworld by any means. Many cities, including this one, have begun to recognize this.

There are two rows of brownstone houses on opposite sides of Beacon Street that Bostons' make-up concert will be held today at 4 pm in Rockefeller Chapel. The two-hour program of Beach Boys' show as well as additional entertainment contracted by Spring Weekend Committee.

In Cage today of 4

Beach Boys to perform

The Beach Boys' make-up concert will be held today at 4 pm in Rockefeller Chapel. The two-hour program of Beach Boys' show as well as additional entertainment contracted by Spring Weekend Committee.

Concert tickets

Three people who went to Spring Weekend but have not yet picked up their concert tickets should see for Fall's group's social committee. People who purchased their Spring Weekend tickets through the books in 30g wr who purchased tickets only for the Saturday evening concert may obtain tickets for this afterthought concert at the Spring Weekend Committee booth in 30g. Also, there will be a representative of Spring Weekend Committee at the concert to hand out tickets for those Spring Weekenders who still have not obtained their concert tickets.

There will be a charge of 50c per person at the concert to pay for the additional entertainment and the set-up of Rockwell Cage. Several groups are advised to bring blankets to sit on, since there will not be up for the concert.

Refundal relief

Refund of $3 will be made to those who did not receive the proper refunds Friday night of Spring Weekend. The pink ticket should be presented at the Business Office in the Student Center to obtain the refund. (Please turn to Page 3)

The class of 1970 is shaping up, and according to predictions by Professor Richard B. Gregory, Director of Admissions, there should be a lively freshman registration in September. As of Tuesday, the Admissions office had received 2,673 applications, and there were only 112 to be heard from. At least little less than expected are due to come only when leading scholars By Jeff Stokes

"I am marked advance in the depth of courses and became shocked by the lack of vigor and taste and maturity of our pre-colleges arts enrollment and a new opportunity for the colleges to widen and deepen their curriculums."- Kilian

The Urban Center was first orga- nized as a student organization before the Task Force on Racial Inbalance. The group will use the Task Force to recommend the committee's original redistricting proposal and cut off aid from programs excluding Black students. Only when the committee makes a substantial plan for restructuring will aid be removed.

The urban Center is the only truly technical center in the report, its chairman, George A. Caplan, offered more admission data to the Boston School Committee. Then the School Committee will use the Task Force's recommendations as guidelines, which will make it to the State Depart- ment of Education, which has the final veto power over the plan.

English offered to foreign wives

A course in conversational English is offered to foreign wives of the MIT community by the Foreign Language Program. Under the chairmanship of Mrs. Robin I. Ditchfield, the course, which was dropped last semester, will be offered again in the fall semester.

The course is considered to be a valuable aid in the assimilation of foreign wives into the community. It is believed that the course will help the wives to feel more at home in the United States, and will provide them with a better understanding of the American way of life.

Refundal relief

Refund of $3 will be made to those who did not receive the proper refunds Friday night of Spring Weekend. The pink ticket should be presented at the Business Office in the Student Center to obtain the refund. (Please turn to Page 3)